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ABSTRACT
The goal of this research work is to extend the method of gen-
eralized coordinates partitioning to include both holonomic and
nonholonomic constraints. Furthermore, the paper proposes a
method for selective coordinates for integration instead of iden-
tifying a set of independent coordinates at each integration step.
The effectiveness of the proposed method is presented and com-
pared with full-coordinates integration as well as generalized co-
ordinates partitioning method. The proposed method can treat
large-scale systems as one of the main advantages of multi-body
systems.

Keywords:Nonholonomic systems, coordinates partitioning.

1 INTRODUCTION
In some mechanical systems, one encounters various types

of constraints that restrict relative motions between intercon-
nected bodies of the system. These constraints may be given by
algebraic equations that are connecting coordinates (holonomic
or geometric constraints), or by differential equations which
restrict some components of velocities (kinematic constraints).
Nonintegrable kinematic constraints, which cannot be reduced
to holonomic ones, are called nonholonomic constraints.

In the case of systems subjected to holonomic constraints,
which present most of the geometric joints (rigid, revolute, pris-
matic, etc.,); the constraints equations are integrable. Many ef-
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fective methods of formulating and solving differential equations
of motion of multibody systems with holonomic constraints have
been presented in the literature [1–6].

On the other hand, non-holonomic constraints impose no re-
striction on the position level of the system and must be satisfied
at the velocity and acceleration levels. In the numerical solu-
tion algorithm, holonomic and non-holonomic constraints equa-
tions must be differently treated [7]. Examples of non-holonomic
constraints are the condition of systems with meshing gears and
pure rolling. Figure (1), shows a model of the Epicyclic gear
train, the holonomic constraints include the rigid joint between
the ring gear and ground, revolute joints between the sun gear
and ground, and between planetary gears and carrier arm. The
non-holonomic constraints include the zero relative velocity be-
tween meshing gears at contact points.

In the case of large-scale multibody systems, and to avoid
numerical and configuration singularities, generalized coordi-
nates partitioning for holonomic constraints has been provided
numerically [6]. Based on Gaussian elimination algorithm, a
set of independent generalized coordinates can be identified nu-
merically at each step and integrated with time. The other set
of dependent coordinates can be obtained by iterative Newton-
Raphson algorithm, which is used to stabilize the coordinates
and ensure that the holonomic constraint equations are satisfied
at the position level. This position analysis step does not include
the non-holonomic constraint equations, which make the num-
ber of dependent coordinates less than the number of dependent
velocities.
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FIGURE 1. Planetary Gearbox as a Multibody system

In this paper, the generalized coordinates partitioning algo-
rithm is extended to define dependent generalized velocity co-
ordinates associated with nonholonomic constraints. Further-
more, a method for selective generalized coordinates partitioning
is proposed for numerical integration of multibody systems sub-
jected to non-holonomic constraints. This method can add signif-
icant features to the generalized coordinates partitioning regard-
ing the calculation time of the simulation process. A comparison
between the numerical integration algorithms of nonholonomic
systems is carried out. Although the equations of motion have
been presented in the general form, but the simulation work con-
cerns a planetary gear train as an example of such systems.

2 HOLONOMIC MULTIBODY SYSTEMS
The mixed system of differential equations and kinematic re-

lationships are used to define the acceleration vector and the vec-
tor of Lagrange multipliers of the multi-rigid body systems. In
the case of a multibody system with holonomic constraints equa-
tions, which are nonlinear algebraic constraint equations that rep-
resent the joints and the specified motion trajectories. The con-
straints equations and its derivatives can be written as follows [3]:

C(q, t) = 0 (1)
Ċ(q, t) = Cqq̇+Ct = 0 (2)

C̈(q, t) = Cqq̈+(Cqq̇)q q̇+2Cqt q̇+Ctt = 0 (3)

where q is the generalized coordinates and expressed as q =[
RT θ

T ]T , such that R =
[

Rx Ry Rz
]T is the Cartesian coor-

dinates of the body origin and θ =
[

θ 1 θ 2 θ 3 θ 4
]T is the Euler

parameters that present the rotational coordinates of the body [3].
Euler parameters are used in this paper in order to avoid the kine-
matic singularity associated with the three-parameter representa-
tion of the rotation [8]. The matrix Cq = ∂C(q,t)

∂q is the Jacobian
matrix of the kinematic constraints function C. The vectors Ct ,
Cqt , Ctt in Eqs.(2,3) are zero vectors if the kinematic constraints
are scleronomic which indicates that the kinematic constraints
are not dependent on time t explicitly. Description of spatial joint
constraints in holonomic multibody systems has been presented
and discussed in many research work. Not only this, but also the
Jacobian matrix associated with each joint constraints [9], there-
fore, the terms of Eqs.(1 - 3) can be easily constructed.

The equations of motion of a system of interconnected bod-
ies in its invertible form, i.e., involve the Euler parameters de-
pendency, can be expressed as [11]:

[
M̂i ĈiT

q
Ĉi

q 0

][
p̈i

λ
i

]
=

[
Q̂i

Qi
d

]
(4)

such that p̈i =
[
q̈iT λ

iθ ]T where λ
iθ is the Lagrange multiplier

associated with Euler parameters constraint. The constraints Ja-
cobian Ĉq =

[
CR Cθ 0

]
is obtained by modifying the constraints

Jacobian Cq =
[
CR Cθ

]
by inserting a number of zero columns

associated with λ
θ . The associated generalized force vector is

expressed as:

Q̂i=
[
QiT Qθ iT

d

]T (5)

The vector Qi = Qi
e +Qi

v include the external forces as well as
the quadratic velocity vector, which includes the Coriolis and
centrifugal forces. The vector Qd is defined as:

Qd = Cqq̈ =−(Cqq̇)q q̇−2Cqt q̇−Ctt (6)

In this form, the matrix M̂i is the extended mass matrix of body
i, which can be written as:

M̂i

[8×8]
=

Mi
RR 0 0
0 Mi

θθ
Cθ iT

θ

0 Cθ i
θ

0

 (7)
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If the vector of generalized external forces Qi
e is known, the un-

knowns in Eq.(4) are the vector of accelerations p̈i and the vector
of Lagrange multipliers λ

i.
It should be mentioned here that only the differentiated form

of the constraint Eq.(6) is satisfied, and does not guarantee that
C(q, t) = 0, and Ċ(q, t) = 0 to be true as time integration goes
on; this means that some constraint drifting at the position and
velocity level may take place. Therefore after each integration
step relying on accelerations, it is necessary to correct the sys-
tems state by moving positions and velocities back to their mani-
folds, C(q, t), Ċ(q, t) respectively, using small corrections. This
corrections process is called post stabilization procedure and can
be implemented using Newton-Raphson method.

2.1 Position Stabilization
After each integration step, it is necessary to correct the sys-

tems state by moving positions back to their manifolds, C(q, t) =
0, by means of small corrections. The stabilization step takes the
result of the integration step as input and gives a correction so
that the final result is closer to the constraint manifold. The po-
sition stabilization is then, can be used using Newton-Raphson
method, as follows:

1. At each integration step time t, the constraints function,
C(q, t) as well as the constraints Jacobian, Cq = ∂C(q,t)

∂q
should be evaluated,

2. Evaluate the Newton difference, ∆qn as:

∆qn=−C−1
q (qn) C(qn) (8)

3. Update the generalized coordinate as follows:

qn+1 = qn +∆qn (9)

4. When the error limit is obeyed, i.e. ‖∆qn‖ ≤ ε , then q(t) =
qn+1.

Many algorithms have been developed in the literature to esti-
mate the inverse of constraints Jacobian [12]. The Jacobian ma-
trix is full row rank and the right pseudoinverse matrix which
is defined as C−1

q = CT
q
(
CqCT

q
)−1 can be applied. Note that, in

MATLAB, the command pinv returns the pseudoinverse of the
non-square matrix using the least square method [12].

2.2 Velocity Stabilization
1. At each integration step time t, the constraints function

derivative, Ċ(q, t) as well as the constraints Jacobian, Cq

should be evaluated. Note that the vector Ċ(q, t) can be ob-

tained using Eq.(2) and ∂ Ċ(q,t)
∂ q̇ = ∂

∂ q̇ (Cqq̇+Ct) = Cq.
2. Evaluate the Newton difference, ∆q̇n as:

∆q̇n =−C−1
q (qn) Ċ(qn, t) (10)

3. Update the generalized velocities as follows:

q̇n+1 = q̇n +∆q̇n (11)

4. Since the constraints function derivative is linear in gener-
alized velocities; no iteration is required, and the pervious
procedure is called one step iteration.

2.3 Generalized Coordinate Partitioning
This section presents the basic method of generalized co-

ordinate partitioning that has been addressed in many previous
publications [2, 3, 6]. In this method, a Gaussian elimination al-
gorithm with full pivoting decomposes the constraint Jacobian
matrix, identifies dependent variables, and constructs an influ-
ence coefficient matrix relating variations independent and inde-
pendent variables [2].

For the systems subjected to holonomic constraints, if the
constraints equations C(q, t) = 0 are linearly independent, the
Jacobian matrix of the kinematic constraints [Cq]nc×nq

= ∂C(q,t)
∂q

has a full row rank, where nq is the number of generalized co-
ordinates and nc is the number of constraint equations. In this
case, at a value of q that satisfies C(q, t) = 0, Now, the system
generalized coordinates can be partitioned into

q =
[

qT
d qT

i
]T (12)

Where qd is the set of dependent coordinates, and qi is the set
of independent coordinates. Consider a virtual displacement δq
that satisfies the constraint equations, C(q, t) = 0, to first order;
that is Cqδq = 0. The Gaussian reduction technique may be em-
ployed to transform this equation to the form of

∂C
∂qd

δqd +
∂C
∂qi

δqi = 0 (13)

m
Cqdδqd +Cqiδqi = 0 (14)
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such that qi and qd are two vectors having (nq−nc) and nc
components, respectively. The dimensions of the Jacobian sub-
matrices can be expressed as [Cqi ]nc×(nq−nc) and

[
Cqd

]
nc×nc

.
Thus, Eq. (14) can be solved for δqd as:

δqd =−C−1
qd

Cqiδqi (15)

It is concluded that the virtual change in the set of dependent co-
ordinates δqd can be expressed in terms of the change in accom-
panied set of independent coordinates δqi. The virtual changes
in the total vector of system coordinates can be written in terms
of the virtual changes of the independent coordinates as

δq =

[
δqd
δqi

]
=

[
−C−1

qd
Cqi

I

]
δqi = B δqi (16)

Where B is the velocity transformation matrix and can be ex-
pressed with dimensions Bnq×(nq−nc). Note that nF = (nq−nc)

is the number of degrees of freedom of the system, by which the
matrix dimensions are

[
−C−1

qd
Cqi

]
nc×nF

, identity matrix InF×nF ,
consequently, the matrix Bnq×nF , that can be defined as

B =

[
−C−1

qd
Cqi

I

]
(17)

In the case of holonomic systems, in which the joint constraints
are not explicit functions of time. Thus, one can conclude that

q̇ = B q̇i (18)

The matrix B defines the relationship between the generalized ve-
locities, i.e., the total vector of the system velocities and a smaller
independent subset of this vector.
Elimination of Lagrange multipliers: An important property is
that the constraint forces for independent coordinates should be
equal zero. This property can be proved as follows

BT CT
q =

[
−CT

qi
C−T

qd
I
][CT

qd
CT

qi

]
= −CT

qi
C−T

qd
CT

qd
+CT

qi

= −CT
qi
+CT

qi
= 0

and thus, one can conclude that

BT CT
q λ = 0 (19)

Which implies that the vector of generalized constraint forces
CT

q λ is orthogonal to the columns of the velocity transformation
matrix B. Thus, if the equation of motion Mq̈+CT

q λ = Q is
premultiplied by BT , one obtains

BT Mq̈+BTCT
q λ = BTQ

Using the orthogonality condition of Eq.(19), yields

BT Mq̈ = BTQ (20)

Equation (20) presents the reduced model of the equation of mo-
tion by eliminating the constraint forces and the associated La-
grange multipliers.

Recall that the constraint equations is defined in the acceler-
ation level by Eq.(3), which yields that Cqq̈ = Qd , therefore one
can write Eq.(6) as

Cqd q̈d +Cqi q̈i = Qd (21)

Thus, the dependent acceleration can be calculated as

q̈d =−C−1
qd

Cqi q̈i +C−1
qd

Qd (22)

Therefore, the generalized acceleration vector can be written as

q̈ =

[
q̈d
q̈i

]
=

[
−C−1

qd
Cqi q̈i +C−1

qd
Qd

q̈i

]
=

[
−C−1

qd
Cqi

I

]
q̈i+

[
C−1

qd
Qd

0

]

In compact form, q̈ can be expressed as

q̈ = B q̈i +f (23)
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in which the generalized accelerations is expressed in terms of
the independent accelerations only plus the f term. the vector f
is defined as

f
nq×1

=

[
C−1

qd
Qd

0

]

Substituting Eq.(23) into Eq.(20), yields

BT MB q̈i = BTQ−BT Mf (24)

Thus, the equations of motion in terms of the independent accel-
erations can be expressed as

M̄ q̈i = Q̄ (25)

where M̄ and Q̄ are defined as

M̄
nF×nF

= BT MB (26)

Q̄
nF×1

= BTQ−BT Mf (27)

The inverse of the matrix M̄ does exist for a well-posed problem,
and Eq.(25) can be used to calculate the independent accelera-
tions that can be integrated forward in time in order to determine
the independent coordinates and velocities. The dependent co-
ordinates, velocities, and accelerations can be obtained by using
Eqs. C(q, t) = 0, Ċ(q, t) = 0, and Eq.(22), respectively.

Now, it is obvious that the system singularities due to Eu-
ler parameters dependency can be avoided by implementing the
coordinates partitioning algorithm, i.e., the extended form of the
equations of motion, Eq.(7) is worthless, and system equations
can be expressed in terms of the nominal mass matrix. The ex-
plicit form of the reduced order mass matrix can be presented
as

M̄
nF×nF

=
[
−CT

qi
C−T

qd
I
][M̄dd M̄id

M̄di M̄ii

][
−C−1

qd
Cqi

I

]
=
[
−CT

qi
C−T

qd
M̄dd +M̄di −CT

qi
C−T

qd
M̄id +M̄ii

][−C−1
qd

Cqi
I

]
= CT

qi
C−T

qd
M̄ddC−1

qd
Cqi −M̄diC−1

qd
Cqi −CT

qi
C−T

qd
M̄id +M̄ii

Also, the explicit form of the force vector can be presented as

Q̄
nF×1

=
[
−CT

qi
C−T

qd
I
][Qdd

Qii

]
−
[
−CT

qi
C−T

qd
I
][M̄dd M̄id

M̄di M̄ii

][
C−1

qd
Qd

0

]
= −CT

qi
C−T

qd
Qdd +Qii

−
[
−CT

qi
C−T

qd
M̄dd +M̄di −CT

qi
C−T

qd
M̄id +M̄ii

][C−1
qd

Qd
0

]
= −CT

qi
C−T

qd
Qdd +Qii +CT

qi
C−T

qd
M̄ddC−1

qd
Qd−M̄diC−1

qd
Qd

3 NON-HOLONOMIC MULTIBODY SYSTEMS
Holonomic and, in addition, non-holonomic constraints may

exist in mechanical systems. Due to the existence of holonomic
and nonholonomic constraints, the system generalized coordi-
nates, velocities, and accelerations must satisfy certain kinemat-
ical relationships in addition to the dynamical differential equa-
tions of motion. These kinematic relationships, which may be
linear or nonlinear functions in the system generalized coordi-
nates and velocities, must be satisfied throughout the dynamic
motion of the multibody system.

The constraint equations of a system that subjected holo-
nomic and nonholonomic constraints can be written as:

Ch(q, t) = 0 (28)
Cnh(q, q̇, t) = 0 (29)

If the nonholonomic constraints are linear in the generalized ve-
locities, then Eq.(29) can be written as:

Cnh(q, q̇, t) = G(q,t)q̇+g(q,t) = 0 (30)

Ch and Cnh are respectively the vector functions of holonomic
and nonholonomic constraint equations, G and g are respectively
a matrix and a vector that may depend on the system coordinates
and time. It is important to emphasize that the nonholonomic
constraint equations in Eq.(30) must be nonintegrable and may
not be reducible to an integrable form by virtue of the other con-
straints [1].

These nonholonomic constraint equations impose restric-
tions on the generalized velocities and consequently restrict ve-
locities and accelerations. They do not, however, impose any
restrictions on the generalized coordinates. This implies that the
number of independent coordinates is larger than the number of
the independent velocities or accelerations.
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The system Jacobian matrix corresponding to both holo-
nomic and nonholonomic constraints can be written as:

C(q,q̇) =

 ∂Ch(q,t)
∂q

∂Cnh(q,q̇,t)
∂ q̇

=

[
Ch

q
Cnh

q̇

]
=

[
Ch

q
G(q,t)

]
(31)

Where Ch
q is the Jacobian matrix of the holonomic constraints,

Cnh
q̇ = G(q,t) is the Jacobian matrix of the nonholonomic con-

straints. The time derivative of the holonomic constraints can be
re-written by modifying Eq.(2) as:

Ċh(q, q̇, t) = Ch
qq̇+Ch

t = 0 (32)

Where Ch
t is the partial derivative of the vector of holonomic con-

straints with respect to time. This equation, i.e., Eq.(32) can be
combined with the nonholonomic constraints of Eq.(30), which
represents a direct restriction on the vector of generalized veloc-
ities, to yield the following velocity relationships

[
Ch

qq̇+Ch
t

G(q, t)q̇+g(q, t)

]
= 0 (33)

m[
Ch

q
G(q, t)

]
q̇+
[

Ch
t

g(q, t)

]
= 0 (34)

In order to obtain the kinematic relationships between the
accelerations, one may differentiate the velocity equations of
Eq.(33), as follows:

C(q,q̇)q̈ =

[
Ch

q
G

]
q̈ =−

[ (
Ch

qq̇
)

q q̇+2Ch
qt q̇+Ctt

(Gq̇)q q̇+(gq +Gt) q̇+gt

]
=

[
Qh

d
Qnh

d

]
(35)

3.1 Velocity Stabilization of systems with Non-
Holonomic constraints

1. At each integration step time t, the constraints function
derivative, Ċ(q, t) as well as the constraints Jacobian, Cq
should be evaluated. Note that the vector Ċ(q, t) can be ob-

tained using Eq.(2) and ∂ Ċ(q,t)
∂ q̇ = ∂

∂ q̇ (Cqq̇+Ct) = Cq.

2. Evaluate the Newton difference, ∆q̇n as:

∆q̇n = −
[

Ch
q

Cnh
q̇

]−1 [
Ch

qq̇+Ch
t

Gq̇+g

]
= −

[
Ch

q
Cnh

q̇

]−1([
Ch

q
G

]
q̇+
[

Ch
t

g

])

3. Update the generalized velocities as follows:

q̇n+1 = q̇n +∆q̇n (36)

3.2 Selective Generalized Coordinates Partitioning
In the generalized coordinates partitioning method, de-

scribed in Sec.(2.3), Gaussian elimination is used to identify the
dependent coordinates set, and consequently the remaining set of
independent coordinates. The partitioning step is carried out at
each time step of the numerical integration. Moreover, it may be
implemented more than once to avoid some configuration singu-
larities. It is noticed that the independent coordinates set depends
on the joint’s type (revolute, prismatic, etc.) and on the number
of constraints equations assigned for these joints. For example,
if prismatic joint constraints a body to move except translating
along the x−axis; the independent coordinate mostly will be Rx.
However, this observation will be difficult enough for large-scale
systems with different nature of bodies and various joints.

In the multibody systems with non-holonomic constraints,
if the non-holonomic constraints equations, i.e. Eq. (30), is ex-
pressed in terms of some set of generalized velocities, such as

Cnh(q, q̇, t) = Cnh(θ̇
i
, t) = 0 (37)

This means that a set of length nF of the related coordinates
are necessarily independent throughout the rotation of the body
i, where nF is the number of degrees of freedom of the system.
According to the dependence on Euler parameters to present the
rotational coordinates, the selective integration coordinates can
be selected arbitrarily from the Euler parameters’ set. In the case
of the implementing of this method, the identification of the in-
dependent coordinates should be eliminated and consequently;
the computational time should be decreased. This method will
be examined and evaluated in the following section.

4 SIMULATION OF EPICYCLIC GEAR TRAIN
In this section, an Epicyclic gear train is presented as multi-

body system subjected to holonomic and nonholonomic con-
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FIGURE 2. Multibody model Epicyclic gear train

straints. The simulation’s results are shown, and comparisons
between the integration methods are carried out in order to eval-
uate the effectiveness of the proposed method.

4.1 Description of the Non-holonomic System
The multibody system of the Epicyclic gearbox can be as-

sembled using seven bodies in its simple case. It should be
pointed out that, according to our choice of using Euler param-
eters to designate the body orientation, there will be seven the
number of coordinates for each body. The ring gear is hold fixed
by rigid joint with the ground. The gearbox, see Fig.(2), have two
pins that are rigidly attached to the arm body from one end and
carry two planet gears from the other end. The multibody system
can be constructed with the arrangement listed in Tab.(1). The to-
tal number of generalized coordinates are 49; the dependency be-
tween them can be determined by defining the constraints func-
tion according to the type of joints. The holonomic constraints
can be considered as based on the arrangement of Tab.(2).
In this table, the number of constraints includes the Euler param-
eters constraints equation for each body, i.e., θ

i
θ

iT = 1. There-
fore, the total number of holonomic constraints is 45; and thus
the system has 4 degrees of freedom. The Non-holonomic con-
straints result from the fact that the relative velocities of the en-
gaged gears are zero at their contact points (the pitch points).
Therefore, the following equations apply:

r3ω̄
3
z = r2ω̄

2
z + r5ω̄

5
z (38)

r1ω̄
1
z = r3ω̄

3
z + r5ω̄

5
z (39)

Where r3 = (r2 + r5) is the arm radius and r1 = (r2 +2r5) is the
radius of the ring gear. By using the definition of gear module,

i.e., m = DT , Eqs.(38, 39) can be written as:

T2
(
ω̄

2
z − ω̄

3
z
)
+T5

(
ω̄

5
z − ω̄

3
z

)
= 0 (40)

(T2 +2T5) ω̄
1
z − (T2 +T5) ω̄

3
z −T5ω̄

5
z = 0 (41)

Where Ti is the number of teeth of respective gear body and ω̄ i
z

is the angular velocity about its local z− axis.

TABLE 1. Multibody system components

Body Index of Inertia Properties [Kg], [Kg.m2]

#. Name coords m Ixx Iyy Izz

1 Ring 1→ 7 6.97 0.25 0.255 0.507

2 Sun 8→ 14 0.85 0.00064 0.00064 0.00087

3 Arm 15→ 21 5.42 0.0032 0.0569 0.05957

4 Carr1 22→ 28 0.832 0.0016 0.0016 0.00093

5 Plnt1 29→ 35 4.41 0.013 0.013 0.024

6 Carr2 36→ 42 0.832 0.0016 0.0016 0.00093

7 Plnt2 43→ 49 4.41 0.013 0.013 0.024

TABLE 2. Holonomic Constraints

Joint Type Body(i) Body( j) # constraints eqs.

Rigid Ground Ring 7

Revolute Ground Sun 6

Revolute Ground Arm 6

Rigid Arm Carrier1 7

Revolute Carrier1 Planet1 6

Rigid Arm Carrier2 7

Revolute Carrier2 Planet2 6

One more constraint equation can be added to the second planet
gear, to relate the rotational speed of the arm, planet and sun
gears, such that
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FIGURE 3. Time Frames of system animation through 5[s] simulation time

T2
(
ω̄

2
z − ω̄

3
z
)
+T7

(
ω̄

7
z − ω̄

3
z
)
= 0 (42)

Thus, the total number holonomic and non-holonomic con-
straints becomes 48 and consequently, the system has only one
degree of freedom. The simulation results in the following sec-
tion are carried out by applying an exerted torque of 0.1 [N.m] on
the arm body along with the rotational axis (local z3−axis). The
system parameters are as follows: m = 4[mm], T1 = 127,T2 =
23,T5,7 = 52 and the gear ratio is 6.41.

4.2 Comparisons Between Integration Methods
In order to evaluate the proposed scheme for integrating se-

lected coordinates along with the simulation time; so we need
to compare the simulation results of the selective coordinates
partitioning with full-coordinates integration, see Sec.(2), and
with the results of the generalized coordinates partitioning, see
Sec.(2.3). These methods can be referred as FCI, GCPI. and
SCPI. The integration process carried out using the MATLAB
code, ode113, which is a variable step variable order method
uses Adams–Bashforth–Moulton predictor-correctors of order 1
to 13 [13]. The relative and absolute error tolerances are selected
to be 0.001 for all methods. The main functions which are com-
puted throughout the integration process are as follows:

1. ODE function (f1), that constructs the state vector to be inte-

grated. In this function, the acceleration vector is computed,
see Eq.(4) for FCI method. In the case of GCPI and SCPI
methods, the acceleration vector will be the output vector
from the next function.

2. Coordinate partitioning function (f2), in which the MAT-
LAB code, rref (Reduced row echelon form), is used to
identify the independent coordinates set. Furthermore, this
function constructs the acceleration vector based on Eq.(23).
This function is used only for CPI schemes. In the SCPI
method, the use of rref function is eliminated, and only one
rotational parameter of the body number (2/3/5 or 7) can be
selected as an independent coordinate for integration. This
selection is based on Eq. (37) and Eqs.(40 - 42) representing
the non-holonomic constraints of the system.

3. Position stabilization function (f3) that adjust the numerical
results in the position level as discussed in Sec.(2.1).

4. Holonomic velocity stabilization function (f4) that adjust the
numerical results in the velocity level of systems with holo-
nomic constraints as discussed in Sec.(2.2).

5. Non-Holonomic velocity stabilization function (f5) that re-
adjust the numerical results in the velocity level as discussed
in Sec.(3.1).

Although there are many integration codes with higher ac-
curacy available in the MATLAB software, as well as more ade-
quate coordinate reduction strategies [7, 14, 15]; the main objec-
tive here is to determine the effectiveness of the SCPI method.

The numerical integration of the system described in
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Sec.(4.1) is carried out by the three methods for a simulated time
of 15[s]. The results of FCI method fall within the acceptable
limits of the error tolerances and constraints’ preciseness up to
simulation time of approximately 12[s]. Figure (3) shows the
animation frames of the system during the first 5[s] of the time
simulation. The non-holonomic constraints’ preciseness, which
can be defined as ηnh =

∥∥Cnh (q, q̇)
∥∥, is shown in Fig.(4); also,

the angular velocities of gears are plotted in Fig.(5). Regardless
the sharp change in the system angular velocities; the ascend-
ing and accumulative behavior of the errors is not acceptable.
This method suffers from an accumulation of constraints error
and may produce a strong violation of the position and velocity
constraint equations. For moderate size multibody system dy-
namics applications and small intervals of simulation time, this
method may be satisfactory.

The results of both GCPI and SCPI methods are coincided
with each other and fulfilled the limits of the error tolerances and
constraints’ preciseness with acceptable margins for the com-
plete simulation period. The non-holonomic constraints’ pre-
ciseness, ηnh, is plotted in Fig.(6) with clear stabilizing errors
and acceptable values. The corresponding angular velocities of
gears are shown in Fig.(7). Constant torque exerted on the rigid
body, result in a linear increasing speed, consequently, the curves
of Fig.(7) do not necessitate an evaluation.

The implementation of the GCPI has been found to be reli-
able and accurate. However, it may suffer from worse numerical
efficiency due to the requirement for the iterative solution of the
dependent generalized coordinates as well as the Gaussian elim-
ination algorithm to identify the independent set of generalized
coordinates.

Regarding the implications of integration time calculation,
it has been monitoring the following table based on numerical
simulations process for 15[s] of simulation time interval:

# Calculation time
FCI 216[s]
GCPI 229[s]
SCPI 54.37[s]

The table shows significant decrease of the calculation time
of the SCPI compared with other methods. This calculation time
is the total time consumed in all functions calculation, including
the five functions (f1) to (f5) and other functions to calculate the
forces and quadratic terms of the equations of motion. Figure (8)
shows a comparison between the self computational time of the
main five functions, the self time is the time spent in a function
excluding the time spent in its child functions. The comparison
shows a dramatic decrease in the computational time of the Co-
ordinate partitioning function (f2) with more than seven times. It
is found that this ratio is not affected by the selected set of the
integration coordinates.

Figures (9 - 11) shows the simulation of Euler parameters

FIGURE 4. Non-holonomic constraints error of FCI method

FIGURE 5. Simulation of system angular velocities using FCI method

for the rotating bodies, which are related to each other with some
relative generalized velocities. The figures show that the Euler
parameters for each body satisfy the constraint of θ

i
θ

iT = 1 and
all the orientation coordinates varies smoothly within the time
range.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the generalized coordinates partitioning algo-

rithm is extended to define dependent generalized velocity co-
ordinates associated with nonholonomic constraints. Further-
more, a method for selective generalized coordinates partitioning
is proposed for integrating multibody system subjected to non-
holonomic constraints. Based on the simulation work of plane-
tary gear system, and the comparison between full-coordinates
integration and the coordinates partitioning methods, it can be
concluded that the proposed method of selecting a set of inde-
pendent coordinates for numerical integration is a powerful and
accurate enough for non-holonomic systems. The set of selec-
tive generalized coordinates is assigned according to the non-
holonomic constraints functions and its related generalized ve-
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FIGURE 6. Non-holonomic Constraints error of GCPI and SCPI methods

FIGURE 7. Simulation of system angular velocities using CPI methods

FIGURE 8. Calculation time per function for integration methods

locities.This method adds significant features to the generalized
coordinates partitioning regarding to the calculation time of the
simulation process. It contributes a reduction of calculation time
more than seven times. With this in mind, it retains the control
over error rates during the integration process.

FIGURE 9. Simulation of Euler parameters of the arm body

FIGURE 10. Simulation of Euler parameters of the planet gears

FIGURE 11. Simulation of Euler parameters of the sun gear
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